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General instructions-

 Marks for each question are indicated against it.
 Attempt all question.
 Draw neat labelled diagram wherever required.

Q1. Name the following- (1x10=10)

a. The organisms that derive nutrition from the bodies of the host plant or
animal.

b. The structure used by amoeba to capture food.
c. The instrument used to find the direction of wind.
d. The process to get the crystals of pure substances from their solutions.
e. The process by which a spoon dipped in hot milk absorbs heat.
f. The process which is reversible and no new substance is formed.
g. The calm area at the centre of a cyclone.
h. The device used to measure the distance travelled by a vehicle.
i. The feature and habits that enable animals to survive in their surroundings.
j. The department of the government that prepares the weather report.

Q2. Differentiate the following choosing any five - (2x5=10)

a. Clinical and laboratory thermometer.
b. Milk teeth and permanent teeth.
c. Saprophytes and symbiotic plants.
d. Convection and radiation.
e. Acids and bases.

Q3. Give reasons- (2x8=16)

a. We get instant energy from glucose.
b. Shearing does not hurt the sheep.



c. Bottom of cooking utensils are painted black, whereas the sides are
sparkling bright.

d. Calamine solution is applied on the skin when an ant bites.
e. Holes are made in hanging banners and hoardings.
f. Places near the poles are colder than the places near equator.
g. Burning of a candle involves both physical and chemical changes.
h. Sheep are bred selectively.

Q4. Explain why the tropical rainforest has a large population of animals. (2)

Q5. A simple pendulum takes 54 s to complete 20 oscillations. Calculate its time
period. (2)

Q6. Draw the distance-time graph for the following- (2)

a. A truck moving along a straight road with uniform speed.
b. A bus parked at a bus depot.

Q7. Identify the following as physical and chemical changes- (2)

a. Tearing of a piece of paper
b. Condensation of steam
c. Making curd from milk
d. Photosynthesis

Q8. Why do birds migrate? Name the places in India to which Siberian cranes
migrate from Siberia. (2)

Q9. Classify the following motion into different types- (2)

a. Motion of a pendulum
b. Motion of the minute hand of a clock
c. Motion of a horse cart along a straight road
d. Motion of the hammer of an electric bell

Q10. Name the substances secreted by the inner lining of our stomach. What
function do they play in the digestion of food? (3)

Q11. What do you mean by rusting of iron? Write the chemical reaction involved.
Mention any two ways to prevent it. (3)

Q12. Explain briefly about the adaptive features of a polar bear and how they help
it to survive the harsh conditions. (3)



Q13. What are indicators? How can China rose be used an indicator? (3)

Q14. Which mode of transfer of heat gives rise to the phenomenon of sea breeze
and land breeze? Differentiate between sea breeze and land breeze. (3)

Q15. Draw the wind flow pattern because of uneven heating between the equator
and the pole. Why is the wind flow not in the exact north-south direction? (3)

Q16. List the major safety measures to be taken by the government and the people
to encounter a cyclone. Also write two precautions to be taken if you are staying in
a cyclone hit area. (3)

Q17. Explain the steps involved in the processing of fibres to wool.

Or,

Explain the life history of a silk worm. (3)

Q18. Why do the mineral nutrients keep declining in the soil over a few years?
Briefly explain to replenish them in the soil. (3)

Q19. a. Explain the process of photosynthesis in a plant with a well labelled
diagram.

b. Write the chemical reaction involved.

c. Do non-green plants also photosynthesize? (5)


